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“A witty, heartwarming, and interactive tale for canine lovers.”

—KIRKUS REVIEWS

ONE RAINY APRIL DAY, 
a stray puppy is alone on the street when a young hero, Jacques, rescues her 

and brings her to Sheltering Paws. Jacques names the puppy Hope and 
says, “Hope, I promise, we won't quit/Till you hear the words, ‘You're it!’ ” 

A Home for Hope! celebrates the 100th anniversary of the song “April 
Showers” with new lyrics to that famous springtime tune.

Margie Blumberg’s dream of becoming a book publisher came true when she launched MB Publishing in 2003. A graduate of 
American University and the University of Baltimore School of Law, she resides in Bethesda, Maryland, where she enjoys baking, 
biking, backgammon, books, movies, and music. Her favorite children's books include Charlotte's Web, No Roses for Harry, and 
Put Me in the Zoo. 

Renée Andriani is the illustrator of MB Publishing's Paris Hop!, Rome Romp!, No Naptime for Janie! A Hanukkah Tale, Bunny Romero's 
White House Adventure: The Whole Megillah!, A Home for Hope!, and A Gefilte Fishy Tale. Renée grew up in Connecticut and studied 
Illustration at the Rhode Island School of Design. Working in an array of media, she has illustrated numerous other children's books, 
including This School Year Will Be the Best! by Kay Winters. Her work also appears in magazines and on Hallmark's Shoebox greeting 
cards. Visit https://randriani.carbonmade.com.
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“[A] lyrical tale with a beautiful message . . .” 

—READERS' FAVORITE, 5 STARS, ASHER SYED

“The beginning of Hope's adventure leads into 
the second journey taking place for two siblings who, with 
their parents, are moving out of their beloved nana's home 
into a fixer-upper a long distance away. These 
intertwining narratives make for more than just a 
singular story of a puppy. They show how pets and people 
rescue one another, and how a sense of home is forged 
through familiar and unknown connections, further 
strengthening its foundations.”

—MIDWEST BOOK REVIEW, D. DONOVAN, SENIOR REVIEWER
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